


















































 Impossible to trust uncalibrated models when trying to 
analyze an existing situation
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• Specific energy demands (per zone, per use…)
• Specific final energy consumptions (per zone, per use…)

















































Set of calibrated parameters 




• Quality of information (monitoring > observation > estimation)
1. Inspection   















MBEmonth +/‐ 5 +/‐ 20 +/‐ 5





Criteria for estimation of energy and demand savings
Validity checked by means of:




• Definition of trajectories covering the parametric space


















• Final uncertainty (probability) ranges are used to generate a 
sample (p = 100 runs)






















• Acceptable representation of gas & WBE cons.
• Bad representation of peak/off‐peak split




1. Internal loads (power and schedules)




Analysis of the BEMS (system schedules and theoretical setpoints)
Survey of installed internal loads densities & IT power
• Acceptable representation of gas cons.
• Good representation of offpeak cons.
• Overestimation of peak cons. (hyp: 100% occupancy/use)
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Step 1– Inspection 


















• Good representations of both gas and peak/offpeak electricity cons. (MBE 
& CV(RMSE) < 6%)
• Good representation of winter power demand










‐ Hourly WBE demand :  ✔













• AHU reheat: 37% of heat demand (high setpoints: 20 to 25°C)
• Offices FCUs: 23% of heat demand (high avg setpoint: 22.6°C)
• Inverse conclusions for cooling demand (FCUs > AHU) 
Step 3 – Energy end‐use analysis
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• Monthly gas consumption: 11% (December) to 22% (July) 
stddev
• Monthly electricity consumption: 2 to 3% stddev











The developed tool and methodology provide
encouraging results
• Calibration = Highly undetermined problem + complex interactions 
+ very limited information
 Perfect automated calibration method is not likely to appear
• Development of a systematic & flexible evidence based method
1. Hierarchy among influential parameters (screening and factor 
fixing)
2. Hierarchy among quality of information (narrowing of 
uncertainty ranges)
• The methodology integrates sensitivity (Morris) and uncertainty
(LHMC) issues




The developed tool and methodology provide
encouraging results












• Use of more advanced uncertainty analysis methods to study
interactions between parameters (variance based methods…)
• Envisage automated adjustment to refine calibration 
• Second monitoring campaign: cooling operation, cooling system 
performance, ventilation rate
• Evaluation of ECMs on case study building
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